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it is possible to use the j-link for production debugging as well as development. the tools are available to
enable you to do so, the software is free and open source. in particular, j-flash allows unlimited access to
arbitrary flash memory, while being able to carry out a variety of checks. the j-link also has the option of
further software enhancements with the production flash programming utility (j-flash). the ability to take
full advantage of the development environment using the unlimited flash breakpoint module also means

you free your development from the hardware breakpoint restriction. in this test, j-link is the clear winner.
in conclusion, speed comparison shows that seggers j-link is the fastest debug probe available. if

considering a device that hasnt been mentioned in these tests, make sure to ask your supplier for their
flash programming numbers. were pretty sure segger will outperform all the others. with options that suit

every debugging and production need, segger has you covered! production grade programming tools
typically feature a more sophisticated, multi-step verification process. many applications also require
customization / patching of variable data such as serial number(s), mac addresses and similar. any

qualified engineer can write a flash loader for j-link and risc-v, usually within a day or two. segger also
offers the service of writing flash loaders for particular devices where desired. proven flash loaders can be
added to the j-link software, so that they will simply work out of the box. any qualified engineer can write

a flash loader for j-link and risc-v, usually within a day or two. segger also offers the service of writing
flash loaders for particular devices where desired. proven flash loaders can be added to the j-link

software, so that they will simply work out of the box.
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j-link supports
byte- or page-

programming of
all flash types. it

can handle
physical

addresses (a in
hex or u in

decimal system)
and logical
addresses:

physical/logical,
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unmapped/mapp
ed, multi-page
programming.

for qspi flash, in
which both the
start address

and the length
are stored in the
flash itself, j-link

takes care of
erasing the

complete device,
starting at the
start address

and
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programming
the complete
device in one
operation. the

length of flash is
taken into

account. j-link
supports full

flash memory
access for host
devices, and

generic access to
nor flash.

through the bus
bridging and
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memory
mapping, j-link is

fast enough to
program

significant
amounts of data
into the device.
the application

project illustrates
the flexibility of
the flashloader
and shows how

an example
solution can be

easily
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integrated. it
guides

developers on
how to review,
configure and
customize the
major software

components, and
update the

example to fit
nearly any

requirement.
need more

information on
how to set up
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the debugger / j-
link commander
into parallel (cfi)

nor flash
memory then
please refer to

the j-link
downloads page
and check out

the flash
download

chapter. for
production

environments,
we recommend
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using j-flash or
flasher arm

standalone. the
installation of
smartrf flash
programmer

must be
executed with
administrator
privileges to

allow usb driver
installation. a
user access

control dialog
will appear when
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starting the
installer. if the

user has
administrator

privileges, click
on the yes
button to
continue

installation. if the
user does not

have
administrator

privileges, a user
id and password

with these
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privileges must
be entered to

continue.
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